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ALLEGEDLY DJIHADIST FRENCH INTELLIGENCE EMPLOYEE KILLED 4
POLICEMEN  
HAD SECRET DEFENSE CLEARANCE PREFECTURE

Paris, Washington DC, 05.10.2019, 02:25 Time

USPA NEWS - A male administrative employee of the Paris Prefecture, aged 45 years old, killed four of his colleagues inside the
capital's police headquarters, on Thursday (3rd October). Among them were three police officers and an administrative officer (The
woman victim was the superior of the assailant) of the Intelligence Directorate of the Police Prefecture.
The attacker was killed by a young police officer, who shot him with an automatic rifle. The assailant's wife is currently in police
custody and questioned. A tribute ceremony today took place at the Paris Police Prefecture, without the presence of the press, to pay
a fatal tribute to four victims. "We mourn the death of four civil servants from two services in the Paris police force", the Paris
prosecutor said in a press conference. "Three men and one woman, three of them worked as police officers and one as an
administrative assistant, have been killed."The officers of the Prefecture of Police thank all those officials and civilians who have
shown their support for the tragedy that affects them. A register of condolences is open, and a space of recollection is dedicated, place
Louis Lepine to # Paris4

A male administrative employee of the Paris Prefecture, aged 45 years old, killed four of his colleagues inside the capital's police
headquarters, on Thursday (3rd October). Among them were three police officers and an administrative officer (The woman victim
was the superior of the assailant) of the Intelligence Directorate of the Police Prefecture.
The attacker was killed by a young police officer, who shot him with an automatic rifle. The assailant's wife is currently in police
custody and questioned. A tribute ceremony today took place at the Paris Police Prefecture, without the presence of the press, to pay
a fatal tribute to four victims. "We mourn the death of four civil servants from two services in the Paris police force", the Paris
prosecutor said in a press conference. "Three men and one woman, three of them worked as police officers and one as an
administrative assistant, have been killed."The officers of the Prefecture of Police thank all those officials and civilians who have
shown their support for the tragedy that affects them. A register of condolences is open, and a space of recollection is dedicated, place
Louis Lépine to # Paris4, to all those who wish to associate with their emotion.
A FUNESTE CEREMONY AS A TRIBUTE TO THE FOUR VICTIMS OF THE KNIFE ATTACK AT THE POLICE PREFECTURE OF
PARIS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A fatal ceremony of tribute to the victims of the attack on the Thursday took place in the Prefecture of Police, took place in the
courtyard of the moment held. Gathered in the courtyard of August 19 for a moment of recollection and intense emotion, in the
presence of the Minister of the Interior, the Secretary of State and the Prefect of Police, officers of the Prefecture of Police observed a
minute of silence in memory of the 4 deceased officials."The Prefecture of Police will be forever marked by this tragedy, we will not
forget, we are in the emotion and the support of all touches us deeply." "We will not abandon the families of our fellow victims, we will
be there for them." said the Prefecture of Police. Said the Prefecture of Police.

FRENCH ANTI TERRORIST UNIT IS INVESTIGATING PARIS POLICE KNIFE ATTACK THAT KILLED THREE
This Friday evening, after more than twenty-four hours of flutter and rumors, the anti-terrorist section of the Paris judicial police, but
also the Central Directorate of the judicial police and the DGSI, were officially seized of the investigation by the national antiterrorist
prosecution. The first signs were however known very early by the administration.---------------------------
According to the first leads, the attacker, who was able to penetrate the prefecture with a ceramic knife, had been working in the
prefecture for decades, and therefore never searched at the entrance to his workplace. It turns out that he was "Djihadist radicalized"
and allegedly reported filed on the "card S", by the secret services, knowing that he worked in the section as a computer scientist,
precisely in the service of the French general information ... Many voices rise on the side of the opposition politicians denouncing a
"great loophole" within the police who worked a person at great risk from the point of view of Islamist radicalism, within the largest
police prefecture of France, in the heart of Paris. France's anti-terrorist unit is now investigating the Paris knife attack in which four
police officers died, the Paris prosecutor's office said. The dramatic incident comes after thousands of police officers took part in an
"anger march" on Wednesday to demand better working conditions and respond to high suicide rates amongst police forces.

THE KNIFE ATTACKER A 45 YEAR OLD MAN HAD A SECRET DEFENSE CLEARANCE-----------------------------------



The attacker with a knife, a 45-year-old man, had been working as an administrative assistant in the IT department of the Paris police
since 2003, French Interior Minister Christophe Castaner said. The attacker, 45-year-old, named Mickael Harpon, had been an
administrative agent since 2003 at French Police Prefecture“¦ At the flow of information is coming up, it appears that the killer, had a
secret defense clearance.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On the day of the killing, one of the victims declines the invitation to lunch of her colleagues. This major, a member of the DRPP,
remains at his office. It is there, on the first floor, that he is slaughtered. "The other victims are struck in the chest," says a source close
to the record. "With relentlessness," adds a second source. The investigation very quickly highlights the purchase of a knife, equipped
with a 33 cm ceramic blade, a material not detectable by security gates. Mickaël Harpon. got it that morning near the prefecture.
Shortly before taking action, he sent his wife an SMS mentioning this purchase. This is one of the central elements that will tip the file
early Friday morning. The wife, who was still in custody on Friday, said in substance: "Only God will judge you. Allahu Akbar ".
According to the first elements of the investigation and despite several warnings about a possible radicalization after his conversion to
Islam, a potential jihadist was therefore employed in the one of the leading French intelligence services, at the forefront of the fight
against radical Islam. "He had never shown any behavioural difficulty and today went on this murderous path", Castaner said.
According to Sibeth Ndiaye , The French government spokespseron, said there was "no indication of possible radicalisation."
INTERIOR MINISTER CASTANER GURANTEDED FULL SUPPORT TO THE ENTIRE POLICE STAFF-------------------
The Paris police said that it had been "afflicted by a terrible drama ». The Interior Minister said he sent "thoughts to the families of the
victims" and guaranteed his "full support" to the entire Paris police staff. He praised the work of "all police officers in France, who work
every day to prevent crime such as the one that happened today in this very place." An investigation into "murder and attempted
murder on people in a position of public authority" has been opened by the Paris prosecutor's office, the prosecutor said. The
investigation is just at the beginning....
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